Abstract-An efficient minimisation method is presented to find the best polarity of fixed polarity canonical orcoincidence (COC) expansions. The method derives one COC fixed polarity expansion from another adjacent polarity expansion. To reduce CPU time, it utilises bitwise operation and Gray code. Furthermore, it counts the number of "0"s in the polarity matrix rather than polarity matrix multiplication. As a result, it makes minimisation for large functions within reasonable time practical. The space complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(M) and time complexity is O(2 n (MlogM+M)) (n and M are the number of input variables and the number of on-set COC maxterms).
I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications such as arithmetic, telecommunication, error detection and correction can be realised with fewer gates and connections using the XOR and XNOR gates, resulting in less area consumption [1] . However, the implementations of XOR and XNOR gates themselves require more area and power consumption compared to traditional AND/OR implementation. With the look-up table based field programmable gate array (FPGA) technology available, XOR and XNOR gates can achieve same performance in terms of area, speed and power compared to AND/OR gates.
Extensive research had been carried out in the ReedMuller (RM) forms based on the AND/XOR gates in order to find good representations of circuits in terms of area/speed/power performance in fixed polarity expansions [2] [3] [4] [5] or mixed polarity expansions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] rather than using AND/OR gates implementation. In some cases, however, circuits might perform better in OR/XNOR forms [1] . Furthermore, the simultaneous use of OR, XNOR and XOR gates can produce an even simpler representation [12] .
Recently, efficient conversion and optimisation methods [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] were reported for fixed and mixed polarity canonical or-coincidence (COC) functions. The technique presented in [20] is based on separating the truth vector of Product of Sums (POS) and the use of sparse techniques, which repeatedly deals with truth vector T. The technique presented in [21] finds the best polarity of fixed polarity dual Reed-Muller among the 2 n fixed polarities, which is based on the dual property and the Gray code strategy. Both techniques can find good polarity expansion but require longer CPU time for matrix multiplication. In this paper, a minimisation algorithm is presented for fixed polarity COC expansions. The proposed algorithm generates expansion from another adjacent polarity expansion using Gray code, which is similar to the method proposed in [21] . But our method counts "0"s in the polarity matrix instead of matrix multiplication. In addition, bitwise operation is involved in the calculation with Gray code. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Preliminaries are given in Section II. Section III gives the mathematic illustration of the polarity matrix for conversion of fixed polarity COC expansions between any two polarities. Based on the polarity matrix the efficient exact minimisation algorithm is shown in details in Section IV. Experimental results and conclusions are given in Section V and Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Given a truth table for a Boolean function, two algebraic forms of the function can be derived, namely canonical sum-of-products (CSOP) expansion and canonical product-of-sums (CPOS) expansion. The fixed polarity COC expansion can be derived from CPOS expansion as 
The relationship between CPOS expansion and positive polarity COC expansion can be derived, as shown in (4) , where C n and D n are 2 n dimensional vectors of CPOS and COC expansions, respectively.
where Θ represents matrix multiplication based on inclusive-OR operation [12] [13] [14] 19] .
III. MINIMISATION ALGORITHM FOR FIXED POLARITY COC FUNCTIONS
For simplicity of illustration, several definitions are given as follows. Definition 1. n Η is the matrix (2 2 ) n n × in which "0"s only appear on the principal diagonal line and the rest are "1"s. n is the number of input variables. Definition 2. n Τ is the transformation matrix (2 2 ) n n × , which is used to convert between standard Boolean and COC expansions for n-variable functions.
Definition 3. 
Example 1. Add two identical matrices 0 1 1 0
Kronecker matrix sum 〈⊗〉 . 
Example 2. Add three identical matrices 0 1 1 0
Definition 5. The Matrix multiplication Θ based on inclusive-OR operation is defined as 
where + means logic OR operation and means inclusive-OR operation.
Example 3. Use Matrix multiplication Θ to multiply following two matrices. 0 1 1 1 0 0
where n Η is the matrix (2 2 ) n n × in which "0"s only appear on the principal diagonal line and the rest are "1"s.
Proof. When 
Based on (10), equation (11) can be re-organised as
By using polarity matrix, any fixed polarity COC expansion can be derived from positive polarity COC expansion. Thus, Corollary 1 can be obtained. 
Proof. An n-variable Boolean function can be expressed as 
Because i
, equation (14) 
Comparing (13) with (15), it is easy to obtain
Equation ( 
According to Lemma 1, equation (17) 
Equation (20) can be rewritten to (21) by multiplying term
Equation (21) can be simplified by using (12) as D =D pp n n n ⊕ Ρ Θ . It is therefore that any fixed polarity COC expansion can be generated from adjacent polarity COC expansion based on Corollary 2.
The efficient way to search 2 n polarities for n-variable functions is the use of Gray code, in which two adjacent polarities only differ in one bit. The calculation of two adjacent polarities is reduced compared to that of any two polarities.
Example 4. For n = 3, p = 2 and q = 6, the polarity matrix is p q n ⊕ Ρ , which is used for transformation between polarity 2 and polarity 6, in which polarity 2 and polarity 6 are adjacent polarities. 
IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
As it is known that the size of polarity matrix increases exponentially with the number of input variables, the computation is increased significantly when the number of input variable is large. However, the computation complexity can be reduced by avoiding calculation directly from the polarity matrix. With the observation of the polarity matrix of two adjacent polarities, there are only two diagonal lines with "0"s. One of them is always principal diagonal line and has 2 n "0"s. The position of the other line depends on the polarity value and has 2 n -1 "0"s. The value of the column difference between 2 "0"s on the same column (if there are 2 "0"s on the same column) is exactly the same as polarity value of the polarity matrix. This value is constant for every polarity matrix.
From the polarity matrix point of view, only "0"s have effects on the result. When the "0"s are on the principal diagonal line, the on-set coefficient depends on the on-set coefficient of previous polarity expansion. Therefore the computation needs to be dealt with only when the "0"s on the column which has 2 "0"s. In addition, it only needs to store the index of the on-set coefficients, resulting in less memory consumption.
The procedure of obtaining on-set coefficient of one polarity expansion from another adjacent polarity expansion on-set coefficient is shown in Figure 1 , where D n is the array to store the on-set coefficients, M is the number of on-set coefficient and diff is the polarity value. Note that only when the on-set coefficients from previous polarity expansion are the same value as the column of polarity matrix having 2 "0"s, the calculation is then required.
Example 5. Given 6 3 D is obtained as follows.
The polarity matrix 4 3 Ρ between two adjacent polarity, polarity 2 and polarity 6, is shown in the Example 1. The number of on-set coefficients M = 4.
The first on-set coefficient in 2 3 D is 1. 1 is the same value as the number of column having 2 "0"s. New coefficient 5 is generated by adding the on-set coefficient 1 with p q ⊕ , which is 4. Because coefficient 5 is already in 2 3 D , the newly generated coefficient 5 is removed from 2 3 D . At this stage,
Similarly, new coefficient 7 is generated by adding the second on-set coefficient 3 with 4. Because coefficient 7 is not in 2 3 D , the newly generated coefficient 7 is added to 2 3 D . At this stage,
The on-set coefficient 5 is not in 2 3 D any more. The on-set coefficient 6 does not contribute to the result. Finally,
By using procedure shown in Figure 1 and bitwise operation for implementation of excluding those on the column of polarity matrix having 1 "0"s, the full details of pseudo code of the minimisation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm is implemented in C and complied under Linux with GNU compiler collection 4.6.3. The results are obtained using a personal computer with Intel Pentium IV 2.4 GHz CPU. The circuits up to 17 variable functions used in literatures were selected for comparison. For fair comparison, the algorithms proposed in [20] and [21] and in this paper are run on the same platform. Table I shows the comparison of the minimum number of terms and CPU time in seconds between [20] , [21] and the proposed method, where "~0" means CPU time almost zero. The first and second columns show the name of the circuits and the number of inputs and outputs of the given circuit. The third column shows the number of onset terms for POS expansion. Next two consecutive columns show the number of on-set COC terms and CPU time required to find the best polarity expansion in seconds. It should be noted that in the experimental, every "~" in the benchmark is assumed 0 and each dash (-) in any term is replaced by 0 and 1. Take "1-111 ~" for example. "-" makes 10111 and 11111. "~" makes these two terms on-set terms.
It can be seen from Table I after optimisation reference [20] improves the number of on-set terms 68.33%. The algorithm mentioned in [21] and the proposed algorithm in the paper improve the number of on-set terms 1.6% compared to [20] but achieve 31.47% and 78.05% respectively in terms of CPU time.
There are 2 n polarity expansions for n-variable functions. Each polarity expansion has M on-set coefficients. The sorting time complexity is O(MlogM). The binary search time complexity for ordered sequence is O(M). Hence, overall time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(2 n (MlogM+M)). Only the number of onset COC coefficients is required when searching each polarity expansion. As a result, space complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(M). In this paper, an exact minimisation algorithm is proposed for fixed polarity COC functions. The algorithm is based on the polarity matrix for conversion between zero polarity and any fixed polarity COC expansion. In order to reduce the computation complexity, polarity matrix for two adjacent polarities is derived from polarity matrix for conversion between any two polarities. The computation is further reduced by only calculating on-set coefficients from previous polarity expansion when its value is the same value as the column of polarity matrix having 2 "0"s. Bitwise operation is used for implementation of excluding those on the column of polarity matrix having 1 "0"s to speedup the process time. By using the Gray code for exploring 2 n polarity expansions, the algorithm can efficiently find the best COC polarity expansion which has the least number of on-set coefficients. The algorithm not only can be used for small functions but also is suitable for large functions due to its small space and time complexity. It achieves significant improvement of CPU time consumption and highly comparable term count. 
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